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DEPORTATION (RESIDENT) DECISION 
___________________________________________________________________ 

[1] The appellant is a 62-year-old woman.  She is a national of the People’s 

Republic of China.  She appeals, on humanitarian grounds, against her liability for 

deportation, which arises because she has been sentenced to a term of five years 

and five months’ imprisonment in connection with one charge of manslaughter and 

one charge of attempted murder.   

THE ISSUE 

[2] In broad terms, the appellant’s appeal revolves around her humanitarian 

circumstances.  These relate to the fact that she suffers from a mental illness, the 

fact that she would return to China alone (and the fact that this is because, while 

mentally unwell, she took the life of her husband), the likelihood that her isolation 

there will likely have a serious negative impact upon her mental health, and the 

particular consequences for the appellant of becoming unwell again.  They also 

relate to issues of family unity and touch upon the impact of her deportation on her 

son.   
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[3] For reasons outlined below, the appeal is allowed. 

BACKGROUND 

[4] The appellant was born in the People’s Republic of China and lived there 

for the first 54 years of her life.  She and her husband, Shubai Gao, had one son, 

Wei Gao.  He came to New Zealand to study in 2002 and has lived here since, 

apart from a period of seven months in 2011.   

[5] The appellant and her husband travelled to New Zealand to visit Wei Gao 

twice, in 2007 and 2009.  On the first occasion, they remained here for two months 

and, on the second, for almost six months.  By that time, the son was a New 

Zealand resident.  In mid-September 2009, the appellant’s husband applied for 

residence under the Family (Parent) category.  The appellant was included as a 

secondary applicant.   

[6] In late October 2011, Immigration New Zealand approved their application.  

The appellant and her husband travelled to New Zealand in mid-February 2012.  

They were given resident visas.   

[7] In early March 2013, the appellant committed the offences that give rise to 

her deportation liability.  She stabbed her daughter-in-law.  She also stabbed her 

husband in the chest, severing an artery and inflicting a fatal wound.   

[8] The appellant was initially remanded in prison.  As a result of concerns over 

her presentation she was transferred to Hillmorton Hospital, a secure psychiatric 

facility in Christchurch, where she remained prior to her trial and where she 

remains today.   

[9] The appellant pleaded not guilty to one count of attempted murder and one 

count of manslaughter.  She faced trial by jury in late November 2014, and was 

found guilty on both charges.   

[10] On 5 February 2015, Kós J sentenced the appellant to a term of 

imprisonment of five years and five months.  The order was made pursuant to 

section 34(1)(a)(i) of the Criminal Procedure (Mentally Impaired Persons) Act 2003 

“the CPMIP Act”), and His Honour ordered that the appellant be detained in a 

suitable hospital as a “special patient”, as defined under the Mental Health 

(Compulsory Assessment and Treatment) Act 1992 (“the MH Act”).  She has been 

detained at Hillmorton Hospital since. 
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[11] Section 44 of the MH Act provides that the appellant, as a special patient, 

must be given such care and treatment as if she were subject to a compulsory 

treatment order under the MH Act.  Under section 59 of the MH Act, every patient 

subject to a compulsory treatment order shall be required to accept such treatment 

for the mental disorder as the responsible clinician shall direct. 

[12] The appellant will remain under the care of the team treating her even after 

her sentence comes to an end, by virtue of section 48(3)(ba) of the MH Act, which 

states that (emphasis added):  

“(3) The person ceases to be detained as a special patient at the time he or 
she ceases to be liable to be detained under any sentence and, 

… 

(ba) if at that time he or she is subject to an order under section 
34(1)(a)(i) of the Criminal Procedure (Mentally Impaired Persons) 
Act 2003, he or she is deemed to be subject to a compulsory 
treatment order” 

[13] A Deportation Liability Notice was signed on behalf of the Minister of 

Immigration in September 2015 and served upon the appellant at Hillmorton 

Hospital on 1 October 2015.  The appellant appeals against her liability for 

deportation. 

THE APPELLANT’S CASE  

[14] The Tribunal heard evidence from the appellant and her son.  It also heard 

from two health professionals involved in her care and treatment at Hillmorton 

Hospital, Dr Erik Monasterio and Dr Sue Galvin.  Their evidence is summarised 

below. 

Evidence of the Appellant  

[15] The appellant is one of five siblings.  She was born into a farming family in 

Lang Fang village in the Hebei Province of China.  She has two older sisters, who 

are now elderly and live with their respective families in China.  An older brother is 

on the brink of moving to Europe to live with his daughter and her younger brother 

is now in difficult financial circumstances. 

[16] The appellant met her husband while they were at school.  They married 

after she had graduated with a science degree.  They spent the next 35 years 

together.  The appellant taught secondary school students for a number of years.  
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The husband began his work life as a rail engineer and later moved into 

management roles with the rail company. 

[17] Wei Gao, the appellant’s son, was born in 1979.  After completing his 

schooling he attended university in China and later travelled to New Zealand to 

further his education.  The appellant and her husband supported him throughout 

this time; the appellant taking a second job driving a taxi for some years to help 

fund the high cost of his tuition. 

[18] In 2006, Wei Gao married a woman he met in New Zealand.  She, too, was 

a citizen of China.  When the appellant and her husband visited New Zealand for 

the first time, in 2007, Wei Gao was living in Invercargill.  He had purchased the 

franchise of a fast food business with the help of his parents, who had transferred 

approximately $90,000 from the proceeds of sale of an apartment.  They spent two 

months together at that time. 

[19] The appellant and her husband returned to New Zealand, in 2009, in 

preparation for the birth of their first grandchild.  As is the tradition, the appellant 

assumed responsibility for the care of her daughter-in-law for the first month after 

the birth.  She also cooked for the family and helped the son with his business.  

The appellant remained well throughout this time.   

[20] The appellant and her husband enjoyed the times they spent with their son 

in New Zealand, and decided that they wanted to spend their retirement helping 

him and being looked after by him.  That is why the husband applied for residence 

in 2009.  The application was finally processed and visas were granted in 2011.  

[21] By the time the appellant and her husband left China and joined the son 

in 2012, he had sold the business in Invercargill and moved to Nelson, where he 

had purchased two branches of the same franchise.  The appellant and her 

husband moved in with the son.  The daughter-in-law was pregnant with their 

second child.  The relationship between the son and daughter in law had begun to 

deteriorate.  She returned to her family in China in early 2013, leaving the 

appellant to care for her infant granddaughter and preschool-aged grandson, while 

Wei Gao was trying to manage two businesses.  The daughter in law’s departure 

meant that the appellant had to wean the granddaughter, who had until then been 

breastfed.  The baby was intermittently ill and was not sleeping well.  The 

appellant also had to look after the other grandchild, cook for the family and help in 

the businesses. 
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[22] Throughout her life, the appellant had dealt with depression.  It had 

manifested at various times, particularly in 1994 and later in 2003.  On the latter 

occasion she spent approximately two weeks in hospital in China.  The cost 

became prohibitive and the appellant returned home, to be cared for by her 

husband, who nursed her back to health.  When the appellant came to New 

Zealand she brought a limited supply of the medication that she had been taking in 

China.  After her supply ran out she did not seek medical help or engage with local 

mental health services.  As the stress of looking after her family compounded, her 

mental health deteriorated.  She lost some 15 kilograms in weight in a matter of a 

few weeks. 

[23] The nature of the appellant’s offending is apparent from the notes of Kós J 

and will be referred to in more detail below.  In brief, in March 2013, a short time 

after her daughter-in-law had returned to New Zealand, the appellant was 

responsible for the attack that injured her daughter-in-law and that took the life of 

her husband. 

[24] After her arrest, the appellant was held in custody, initially in prison but later 

in Hillmorton Hospital, where she has remained.  She states that she has no 

memory of the events of the day her husband died.  She has engaged with the 

treatment plans agreed upon in Hillmorton and she hopes, upon her release, to 

remain in New Zealand with her son and with her grandson.  If she were to return 

to China, she has a small apartment to return to, but does not know how she will 

support herself.  She does not believe she would be able to re-enter the 

employment market in China after so long and at her age.  Nor does she believe 

her siblings will be able to support her if she were to become unwell again.  They 

are elderly and are concerned with their own families.  She has concerns that she 

would be at risk of facing further prosecution in respect of her offending because 

her husband’s family have contacts within the police, and she believes they hold 

her responsible for his death.   

Evidence of Wei Gao 

[25] Wei Gao is the only child of the appellant.  He was born in China in 1979.  

After completing a degree in China, he travelled to New Zealand in 2002 and 

completed a degree at Massey University.  He then obtained a work visa and 

obtained a permanent resident visa. 
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[26] The appellant recalls his mother experiencing difficulties with her mental 

health from time-to-time when he was growing up, but has little memory of those 

times.  He was young and did not give much thought to what was going on. 

[27] Around 2006, the appellant and Wei Gao’s father provided him with the sum 

of approximately $90,000 which he used to purchase his first business, a fast-food 

franchise in Invercargill.  It became successful.  In 2006, he met the woman he 

was later to marry, who is also a national of China.  They returned to China for the 

wedding and then came back to New Zealand to settle down.  The appellant’s 

parents came to visit for two months in 2007.  They lived with him and his wife and 

helped with the business.  They returned for approximately six months in 2008 and 

later applied for residence in New Zealand on the basis of their relationship with 

him. 

[28] In 2011, Wei Gao returned to China with his wife and son, with the intention 

of remaining there permanently.  He was hoping to start a business and  

re-establish himself, but found too many obstacles.  In contrast to New Zealand, 

where the environment for opening and running a business is comparatively 

straightforward, in China everything is tied up in bureaucracy and depends on 

personal relationships.  Having lived outside China for so long, and without 

personal relationships to draw upon, he found it impossible to make headway.  He 

could not see how he could support his family, and they returned to New Zealand 

after seven months.   

[29] By the time Wei Gao’s parents joined him in New Zealand, in 

February 2012, he had moved to Nelson, where he owned two branches of the 

franchise.  His wife was pregnant and gave birth to their daughter in July 2012.  At 

that time his focus was almost entirely on the needs of his businesses.  His 

relationship with his wife was deteriorating and became quite volatile.  In early 

January 2013 she returned to her family in China, remaining there for 

approximately seven weeks.  During that time, the appellant was left to look after 

Wei Gao’s son and infant daughter, who had been breastfed until then.  The 

appellant therefore had to cope with weaning her.  She ended up spending many 

nights repeatedly getting up to the granddaughter.  She became increasingly 

fatigued, lost a lot of weight and became unwell.  The son recalls a friend of the 

family from the Chinese community advising him that his mother needed medical 

help, and he regrets that he did not pay enough attention to her at that time. 

[30] In the aftermath of the events of February 2013, Wei Gao’s marriage has 

come to an end.  He and his wife separated in mid-2014, when she relocated to 
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Auckland.  They reached agreement with respect to the division of their property 

and he complied with her wishes that each of them have custody of one of the 

children.  Wei Gao said that it was his preference that the children remained 

together, either in his care or his wife’s: however, that is not what transpired.  The 

children were seeing each other during the school holidays but his former wife has 

now returned to China.  He does not expect her to come back to New Zealand.   

[31] Wei Gao has been commuting between his home in Nelson and 

Christchurch in order to visit the appellant.  This has been easier during school 

holidays, when the round-journey does not have to be completed within weekends.  

He has been trying to divest himself of his businesses in Nelson and, having sold 

the first some time ago as part of the division of relationship property, he finally 

managed to sell the second not long before the appeal hearing.  This has enabled 

him to purchase a business in Christchurch and a large family home in close 

proximity to Hillmorton, which will make it easier to spend time with the appellant.  

He wants his mother to remain in New Zealand so that he can look after her.  He 

hopes that after she completes her sentence she will be able to join him in the 

family home and help him with the care of his son. 

[32] Wei Gao now has a much greater understanding of the circumstances that 

led to the deterioration in the appellant’s mental health in 2013.  He has been 

through counselling himself, which has helped him come to terms with his grief 

over the loss of his father, and he has come to terms with his mother’s role in his 

father’s death.  He is far more aware of the need to pay attention to his mother’s 

health and is more aware of what to look out for.  He is also far more attuned to 

the sources of help that are available.  He is confident that, if his mother were to 

remain in New Zealand, the possibility of a repeat of the deterioration in her mental 

health is very slim.   

[33] If the appellant were to be deported, Wei Gao would probably accompany 

her to help her to settle in, but he cannot remain in China long-term.  Based on his 

experience in China 2011, he has no confidence that he would be able to support 

himself, his son and his mother if he returned to China.  He would be able to visit 

from time-to-time, although the proximity he has in New Zealand is far greater and 

will be even greater still once he moves to Christchurch within the next month or 

so. 
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Clinical Evidence 

[34] The Tribunal heard from Dr Monasterio and Dr Galvin in person.  It also had 

the benefit of a number of clinical reports prepared after the appellant’s offending 

and prior to her trial.  In order to place the evidence given at the hearing in some 

context, it is convenient to summarise here the content of a report dated 15 April 

2015 from Ceri Evans, a psychiatrist employed by the Canterbury Regional 

Forensic Psychiatric Service.  It was prepared at the request of the New Zealand 

Parole Board. 

Report of Dr Evans 

[35] Dr Evans states that the appellant was admitted to Te Whare Manaaki at 

Hillmorton Hospital on 20 March 2013.  Her admission, under section 45(2) of the 

MH Act, arose out of “significant concern relating to her clinical presentation at 

Christchurch Women’s Prison”: 

“She appeared to be in a regressed and highly distressed state with concern that 
she might be suffering from a psychotic or depressive episode.  On admission she 
appeared distressed and dysphoric and was either unable or unwilling to 
communicate with the treating team with the assistance of an interpreter.  …she 
gradually gave a history consistent with a severe major depressive episode in the 
months leading up to the index offence with pervasive mood, severe sleep 
disturbance and stress related to grandchild care.  She had anorexia with 
significant weight loss, marked anhedonia, poor concentration, prominent feelings 
of guilt and self-blame and marked suicidal preoccupations.  Reported at least two 
occasions when she took a knife with thoughts to stab herself in the chest, but was 
stopped by her husband.  There were no clear psychotic symptoms but in the initial 
one to two months following admission she reported hearing the voice of her 
deceased husband and the belief that he was still alive and would call to the ward 
to collect her.” 

[36] Dr Evans reported that the appellant was transferred to a different unit 

within Hillmorton hospital in December 2013, where she presented as “generally 

settled without any evidence of major mood disturbance, psychosis or suicidal 

thinking”. 

[37] The report outlined a history of mood and anxiety difficulties.  It refers to 

one incident in 1976, when she was 22, and another after the sudden death of her 

father in a road accident in 1999.  She took an overdose of medication in 2003, 

was hospitalised in 2004 for exhaustion and depression, and has described other 

periods when she has been suicidal and held a knife to her chest.  The report 

states that: 

“Mrs Yu’s violent behaviour at the time of the index offences has been viewed in 
terms of an underlying psychological mechanism of dissociation in the context of 
depression.  Longer term antecedence includes a sense of burden and grievance 
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towards her husband’s family.  Shorter term antecedence included increased 
stress related to baby care duties; fatigue; a strained relationship with her 
daughter-in-law; and Mrs Yu deciding to hide a kitchen knife under her pillow with 
the reported intent of committing suicide”. 

Evidence of Dr Erik Monasterio 

[38] Dr Monasterio is the psychiatrist responsible for the oversight of the 

treatment of the appellant at Hillmorton Hospital.  Inherent in her status as a 

special patient is the fact that she meets a threshold of mental illness that creates 

a risk of serious offending when unwell.  The intent of the legislation is that the risk 

be addressed and monitored while the appellant is detained.  When her sentence 

comes to an end, the appellant will be “deemed to be subject to a compulsory 

treatment order” by virtue of section 48(3)(ba) of the MH Act. 

[39] Dr Monasterio’s evidence with respect to the appellant’s diagnosis was 

consistent with that of Dr Evans and Dr Galvin.  She presents with an underlying 

dissociative disorder, in the context of depression.  

[40] Management of special patients is extremely careful and considered, and 

the appellant receives multidisciplinary input from a psychiatrist, a psychologist, 

key workers, occupational therapists and nursing staff.  In settling upon an 

appropriate treatment plan, the multi-disciplinary team considers what has 

happened in the past to enable it to identify what might cause the appellant to 

become unwell.  Her treatment plan is subject to ongoing adaptation, with 

therapeutic input aimed at identifying her risk factors and developing her capacity 

to recognise and to deal with them when they arise.   

[41] The appellant is presently taking various medications, most notably an 

antidepressant, which play an important part in keeping her well.  Her treatment 

plan also emphasises rehabilitation with the ultimate aim of enabling the appellant 

to return to the community.  This is managed on a gradual basis through a closely 

monitored and supervised series of escorted outings.  They began with escorted 

outings within the secure grounds of the hospital, and will graduate through 

escorted leave in the community, unescorted leave in the hospital grounds then 

unescorted leave in the immediate environs of the hospital.   

[42] As her responsible clinician under the MH Act, Dr Monasterio is required by 

the legislation to continually turn his mind to whether the appellant is “fit to be 

released” from the compulsory requirements of the MH Act.  His present 

expectation is that the appellant will remain under the care of mental health teams 
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for a prolonged period of her life.  If she were to remain in New Zealand, the fact 

that she is currently a special patient will inevitably mean that she continues to 

receive intensive oversight on a compulsory basis after her sentence ends.  

[43] While Dr Monasterio agreed that he cannot remove the risk of the appellant 

offending again in the future, in his view the risk is significantly reduced.  Her 

offending occurred in the context of significant family-related stress, at a time 

when she had limited support available, was culturally isolated and had been 

without medication for a protracted period.  In his view, it is highly unlikely that 

such a combination will arise again in the future, given that she has developed the 

ability to respond more positively to stress and that she is now engaged with a 

service that will continue to have oversight of her care.  Dr Monasterio stated that 

special patients tend to do well given that mental health services are required to 

monitor their progress and are able to do so on a compulsory basis while the 

patient is subject to the MH Act.   

[44] The appellant’s son is also more aware of the importance of the appellant’s 

health and is better attuned to her stress levels. 

[45] While the MH Act gives the treating team the ability to lawfully use 

compulsion in order to administer treatment, Dr Monasterio stated that it has not 

been necessary to do so with the appellant because she has willingly engaged 

with her treatment plan.  The appellant understands the risks inherent in her 

becoming unwell and sees it as important to engage in all aspects of her care.  

Given his professional responsibilities, Dr Monasterio is alert to the possibility that 

a patient may seek to appear receptive simply to ingratiate and manipulate.  He 

does not believe that the appellant’s engagement has been in any respect a 

means of manipulating a favourable outcome with respect to the present appeal.   

[46] On the contrary, the appellant’s engagement was apparent from an early 

stage, long before she had any awareness of her liability for deportation.  She was 

taken by surprise (as was Dr Monasterio) when Immigration New Zealand initiated 

the interview process in 2015 and, in his view, her engagement has been genuine 

throughout.  Important signs of the appellant’s progress emerged from that 

process.  Initially, she regressed again in terms of her presentation and treatment, 

as she had in anticipation of her trial and then immediately prior to her sentencing 

in 2013.  However, the period of regression was much shorter in 2015, which 

indicates to Dr Monasterio that the psychological strategies she has been working 

on to cope with stress are taking effect.    
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[47] Dr Monasterio states that when it becomes appropriate to release the 

appellant from Hillmorton, she will not be released to the care of her son.  Her 

return to the community will most likely be through supported accommodation, 

where she would be subject to 24-hour supervision and access to staff.  It will be 

managed through ongoing consultation and evaluation involving the appellant, her 

son and the other key participants in her mental health care.  

[48] Dr Monasterio indicates that, if the appellant were to be returned to China, 

then his team would do their best to identify and liaise with the appropriate service 

in China, with a view to providing the best possible handover of care for her.  

However, he has no recent experience of the Chinese mental health system and 

does not know how this would proceed in practice. 

Evidence of Dr Sue Galvin 

[49] Dr Galvin is a forensic psychologist.  She is designated as a Health 

Assessor under the CPMIP Act and, in 2013, she prepared a number of reports for 

the High Court in connection with whether the appellant was fit to enter a plea to 

the charges she faced.  She later lodged an expert report in connection with 

whether the appellant should have available to her the defence of insanity.   

[50] Following the appellant’s conviction and sentence, Dr Galvin had an 

ongoing therapeutic role on behalf of the local District Health Board responsible for 

the appellant.  She has not been involved in the appellant’s care since 

February 2016, but gave evidence on the basis of her familiarity with the appellant 

and because the service had not, by the time of the appeal hearing, been able to 

fill the gap in service left by her departure.  She endorsed Dr Monasterio’s view 

that the appellant has engaged with therapy from an early stage. 

[51] The reports filed by Dr Galvin between March and July 2013 document the 

gradual progression in her understanding of the appellant’s background as she 

engaged with the team treating her at Hillmorton Hospital.  They also record a 

gradual improvement in the appellant’s mental health during that period.  In her 

third report, dated 23 May 2013, Dr Galvin stated: 

“Ms Yu has presented with a severe depression... She has exhibited weight loss, 
expressions of guilt, and suicidal ideation, with some steps taken in the direction of 
suicide on at least one occasion since the beginning of the year.  …  She has 
demonstrated agitation, particularly when talking about her daughter-in-law.  All 
these things are considered symptoms of depression.” 
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[52] In her report dated 25 July 2013, Dr Galvin stated that the appellant met the 

criteria for the DSM-TR diagnosis of Dissociative Disorder (NOS) (“not otherwise 

specified”) but stated that an assessment of her depression continued to be 

difficult because of the difficulties of communicating through an interpreter and the 

potential for cultural differences. 

[53] The appellant’s treatment plan aims to address the appellant’s dissociative 

mechanism in the context of her depression and distress.  The point of her 

therapeutic input has been to prepare her to cope with the stress of ordinary life.  It 

has focussed on addressing her tendency to avoid dealing with emotional aspects 

of her life by increasing her mindfulness and her willingness to address and 

manage these issues.  A relapse prevention plan has been developed, so that she 

can identify and understand her early warning signs, anticipate potentially stressful 

situations and practise her response.  Her therapy has focused on raising the 

threshold at which she responds to traumatic events, so that the risk of a 

disproportionate response is greatly reduced.  It has focussed upon enabling her 

to ask for help and to know who to ask. 

[54] The people around the appellant are a vital part of her recovery plan and 

help her to identify potential warning signs.  In that regard, the appellant currently 

has the benefit of a team of key workers and social workers who are and will 

continue to work towards developing her social links, for example within the local 

Chinese community.   

[55] Dr Galvin confirmed that it was impossible to completely extinguish any risk 

of reoffending but said that the appellant is now in a fundamentally different 

position to when she committed the offences which render her liable for 

deportation.  The advantage of the appellant remaining in New Zealand is that she 

has built a relationship with her therapeutic team over several years.  She will 

have the continued ability to check in with that service to ensure that she is still 

doing what she needs to do.  If she were to become unwell now she would know 

that she needed to seek help and she would know how to do so and whom to ask.   

[56] Dr Galvin has no knowledge about the mental health services that might be 

available to the appellant in China.  She believes, however, that ordinary 

community mental health services there (if they exist) would be unlikely to 

replicate the oversight she is currently receiving as a special patient and which she 

will continue to receive as a person subject to the MH Act once her sentence is 

completed.  Even assuming the appellant had access to appropriate medication, 

this is only one part of her remaining well.  Her family in China have not been privy 
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to her recovery in New Zealand, as her son has, and she would likely lack the 

support and oversight that she receives here.   

[57] With respect to the son’s hopes and desires that his mother join him in the 

family home in the short-term, Dr Galvin agrees with Dr Monasterio: she does not 

envisage that would be possible in the short-term. 

Documents and Submissions 

[58] For the appellant, counsel provided a bundle of various documents on 

9 May 2016, comprising: 

(a) seven reports by health professionals, Dr Sue Galvin and 

Dr Peter Miller, with respect to the appellant’s fitness to stand trial, 

and fitness to enter a plea and her eligibility for the defence of 

insanity, dated between March and September 2013; 

(b) a report dated 15 April 2015 by psychiatrist Dr Ceri Evans provided 

for the purposes of the appellant’s parole board hearing in May 2015; 

(c) a partial parole assessment report dated May 2015, from the 

Department of Corrections to the New Zealand Parole Board; 

(d) a letter dated 31 July 2015 from the appellant to Immigration New 

Zealand; 

(e) a report dated 5 May 2016 from Dr Galvin; 

(f) briefs of evidence by the appellant and her son, Wei Gao, together 

with a copy of the decision of the Supreme Court in Ye v Minister of 

Immigration [2010] 1 NZLR 104; and 

(g) opening submissions in writing dated 9 May 2016 and oral closing 

submissions on 17 May 2016. 

[59] Counsel for the appellants have also provided a copy of the decision of the 

New Zealand Parole Board dated 19 April 2016 and a memorandum of 

submissions dated 20 May 2016, enclosing an article with respect to mental health 

services in China. 

[60] In summary, counsel for the appellant submits that the cumulative impact of 

a number of factors give rise to exceptional circumstances of a humanitarian 
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nature.  These include her psychiatric illness, her assertion that she will be unable 

to access appropriate treatment for her illness in China, the fact that if she were to 

return to China she would have no family support available to her, and the fact that 

she may be liable for re-prosecution in China, notwithstanding that she has been 

tried, convicted and punished for her crimes in New Zealand.  It is submitted that 

these factors in combination will condemn the appellant to a life of poverty, 

isolation and illness if she were to be returned to China, which would make it 

unjust or unduly harsh for her to be deported. 

[61] With respect to the public interest, counsel made no specific submissions 

on the risk of the appellant re-offending, but raised the possibility that she may be 

at risk of being subjected to further prosecution in China, for the same offending.  

It is submitted that there is public interest in New Zealand not returning a person to 

face the risk of double jeopardy, which is in breach of Article 14.7 of the 

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights: 

“No one shall be liable to be tried or punished again for an offence for which he has 
already been finally convicted or acquitted in accordance with the law and penal 
procedure of each country.” 

THE RESPONDENT’S CASE  

[62] For the respondent, counsel has lodged opening submissions dated 12 May 

2016, a copy of the file prepared for the Minister of Immigration before the 

Deportation Liability Notice was issued, an additional bundle of documents (on 

12 May 2016), including the appellant’s residence application, extracts from the 

Mental Health Law of China, extracts from the Chinese Criminal Code, country 

information with respect to the incidence of double jeopardy in China, and 

information as to the availability in China of various types of medication.  Counsel 

lodged a memorandum of submissions dated 1 June 2016 in response to the 

appellant’s memorandum dated 20 May 2016.  On the first day of the appeal 

hearing, counsel lodged a copy of the medical referral document provided by the 

appellant when applying for residence in New Zealand.  On the second day of the 

appeal hearing, counsel lodged a copy of a decision of the High Court with respect 

to returning appellants to impoverished conditions.  At the end of the second day 

of the hearing, counsel made oral closing submissions. 

[63] In summary, counsel for the respondent submits that the appellant’s 

circumstances do not meet the high threshold of exceptionality.  She will have 

support available to her if she were to return to China, from her two older sisters 
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and her younger brother.  There is adequate healthcare available to the appellant 

in China, in the form of appropriate mental health services.  She has received 

treatment as an inpatient in China in the past, when she was appropriately 

diagnosed as experiencing essentially the same mental health difficulties as 

identified in New Zealand; namely depression and the equivalent of a dissociative 

disorder.  She was provided with medication that helped her to manage her 

symptoms and there is no reason why she would not be able to access similar 

levels of treatment in the future.   

[64] Counsel submits further that the appellant still has an apartment to which 

she can return.  While the appellant stated that it was small, in poor condition and 

very cold, her son is in a position to make it habitable and comfortable for her.  

[65] Even if the Tribunal finds that the threshold of exceptionality is met, counsel 

refers the Tribunal to various findings of the High Court in respect to appeals of 

this nature.  First, the fact of deportation inherently carries with it a certain level of 

harshness.  Second, the nature of the offending in the present appeal was so 

serious that a higher level of harshness may be tolerated.  

[66] With respect to the public interest, counsel submitted that there is an 

unacceptably high risk of the appellant reoffending.  With respect to family unity, 

she submits that there is no reason why the appellant’s son could not return to 

China with her, and that this may promote his children’s access to each other and 

to both parents, given that his former wife now appears to have relocated to China, 

perhaps permanently.   

[67] Counsel also refers to the expense of maintaining the appellant in her 

current level of care, and submits that the cost of ongoing treatment is also a 

matter to be taken into account in respect of the public interest. 

STATUTORY GROUNDS 

[68] The appellant is liable for deportation under section 161(1)(a)(iii) of the 

Immigration Act 2009 (“the Act”) because she was convicted of two offences, 

committed less than two years after she first held a residence class visa, for which 

the court has the power to impose imprisonment for a term of 14 years (attempted 

murder) and life imprisonment (manslaughter).   
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[69] Section 206(1)(c) of the Act provides the appellant with a right to appeal her 

liability for deportation.  The grounds for determining humanitarian appeals against 

deportation are set out in section 207 of the Act: 

“(1) The Tribunal must allow an appeal against liability for deportation on 
humanitarian grounds only where it is satisfied that – 

(a) there are exceptional circumstances of a humanitarian nature that 
would make it unjust or unduly harsh for the appellant to be 
deported from New Zealand; and  

(b) it would not in all the circumstances be contrary to the public 
interest to allow the appellant to remain in New Zealand.” 

[70] With regard to section 47(3) of the Immigration Act 1987 (which is 

analogous to section 207(1)(a) above), the majority of the Supreme Court held that 

three ingredients had to be established: (a) exceptional circumstances; (b) of a 

humanitarian nature; (c) that would make it unjust or unduly harsh for the person 

to be removed from New Zealand; seeYe v Minister of Immigration [2010] 1 NZLR 

104. 

[71] Because there are family interests at issue in this appeal, regard must be 

had to the entitlement of the family to protection as the fundamental group unit of 

society, exemplified by the right not to be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful 

interference with one’s family – see Articles 17 and 23(1) of the 1966 International 

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (the ICCPR).  Whether such rights would be 

breached depends on whether deportation is reasonable (proportionate and 

necessary in the circumstances) – see the United Nations’ Human Rights 

Committee’s General Comment 16 (8 April 1988) and the discussions in Toonen v 

Australia (Communication No 488/1992, UN Doc CCPR/C/50/D/488/1992, 4 April 

1994) and Madafferi v Australia (Communication No 1011/2001, UN Doc 

CCPR/C/81/D/1011/2001, 26 August 2004), at para 9.8.   

ASSESSMENT 

Whether there are Exceptional Circumstances of a Humanitarian Nature 

[72] As to whether circumstances are exceptional, the Supreme Court has noted 

that they “must be well outside the normal run of circumstances” and, while they 

do not need to be unique or rare, they do have to be “truly an exception rather 

than the rule”; Ye v Minister of Immigration at [34].  The test has been described 

as “stringent” and the threshold posed as “high” Minister of Immigration v Jooste 
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[2014] NZHC 2882 at [24].  It is in that context that the Tribunal undertakes the 

following assessment. 

The appellant’s personal circumstances 

[73] The appellant is a 62-year-old citizen of the People’s Republic of China.  

She was born in a village in Hebei Province, and spent most of her life in that 

locality.  She married and she and her husband had one child, Wei Gao, who has 

lived in New Zealand since 2002.   

[74] The appellant has lived in New Zealand for four years, much of that time in 

her current custodial setting.  Prior to that, she had spent her entire life in China, 

other than the periods of two months in 2007 and six months in 2009 when she 

visited her son and his family in New Zealand. 

[75] The appellant has been sentenced to a term of imprisonment of five years 

and five months, with a direction that she serve her time at Hillmorton Hospital as 

a special patient, as that term is defined by reference to the CPMIP Act and the 

MH Act.  Her sentence still has approximately two years to run.  If the appellant 

were to remain in New Zealand she will therefore continue to reside at Hillmorton 

Hospital, at least for the foreseeable future.  While the clinical team responsible for 

her care and rehabilitation is able to apply to have her transferred to prison to 

complete her sentence, the evidence of Dr Monasterio and Dr Galvin satisfies the 

Tribunal that such a step is extremely unlikely.  More likely is that she will remain 

at Hillmorton until her sentence is complete. 

[76] At that point, the appellant will be deemed to be subject to a compulsory 

treatment order under the MH ACT and, until she is released from the Act or until 

the order is converted to a community treatment order, she will remain in 

Hillmorton as an inpatient.  It is apparent from the evidence of Dr Monasterio that 

the management of her transition from an inpatient setting to the community will be 

undertaken with the utmost care, in light of the risk she poses to herself and to 

others when unwell.  She will then, at the appropriate point in her treatment, 

transition to supported accommodation, where she would have access to a 

number of caregivers and staff on a 24-hour basis.  

[77] The appellant has lived with mental illness for much of her adult life.  When 

unwell she is incapable of attending to self care, with the result that she 

experiences significant weight loss (in New Zealand she became anorexic).  She 

becomes suicidal.  On one occasion she has acted violently towards others.  Her 
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health conditions have in the past been addressed, initially, by medication, but a 

vital protective element was the close support and pastoral care of her husband, 

who was able to care for her at home until she recovered.   

[78] In New Zealand, the appellant has the support of her son.  Dr Galvin stated 

that a fundamental part of the therapy undertaken by the appellant has been a 

focus on identifying things that are important to her and that will help motivate her 

recovery.  Dr Galvin stated that “over and over” Mrs Yu has identified her son as a 

primary motivating factor.  That is not a belated or self-serving phenomenon.  She 

and her husband made significant financial sacrifices to enable the son to live and 

study in New Zealand.  At one point she took a second job driving taxis to meet 

the “very expensive” costs of his tuition in this country.  Later, she and her 

husband sold the large apartment they occupied and transferred the proceeds to 

the son, to enable him to purchase his first business in New Zealand, in 2007.  

Their decision to move to New Zealand was in order to spend time with the son 

and to help him and his wife to look after their business and children. 

[79] Dr Monasterio and Dr Galvin were each satisfied that the son has played a 

significant part in the appellant’s desire to become and remain well.  He has 

continually travelled between Nelson and Christchurch and has gradually been 

able to rearrange his affairs so that he has a family home and a business in 

Christchurch, where he and the appellant now have more ready access to each 

other.  He would like his mother to live with him when she is ready, although it is 

clear that this is unlikely in the short to medium term.   

[80] If the appellant was to return to China, she would be dependent upon 

Wei Gao for financial support, as she would find it difficult to return to the 

employment market, given her age and her lack of recent work experience.  She 

would return to her apartment in or near her village.  Though the apartment is said 

to be run down, Wei Gao has the financial resources to make it comfortable for her 

and the Tribunal finds that he would do so if necessary.  The son may accompany 

the appellant to China to help her settle, but he would not return permanently.  He 

could do so, in the sense that he is still a citizen of China, speaks the language 

and is familiar with the culture.  As his ex-wife may have returned to China with his 

daughter, a return might give rise to greater proximity of his children to each other.  

However, he has lived in New Zealand for 14 years, which is most of his adult life.  

His children were both born here and his son, a New Zealand citizen, does not 

wish to relocate.   
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[81] Wei Gao’s evidence in this regard was straightforward.  In reality, he has to 

be financially responsible for himself, his children (particularly his son) and his 

mother, wherever she lives.  In order to fulfil those responsibilities he needs an 

income.  He had clearly balanced the options available to him and said that, while 

a return to China is possible, he spent seven months there in 2011, hoping to  

re-establish himself.  Without contacts and direct relationships to leverage, he was 

unable to do so.  It will be no different now. 

[82] The Tribunal therefore finds that, on the balance of probabilities, the son will 

not return to China permanently with the appellant if she were to be deported. 

[83] This is of particular relevance to the appellant because of the impact of 

mental illness upon her life.  In large part, she managed this with medication.  At 

times, however, her condition deteriorated and, as a consequence, her 

professional life suffered.  She spent several years out of the workforce after her 

admission to hospital in 2003.  In China, the impact of becoming unwell was 

ameliorated by the presence of her husband.  He was sensitive to her needs and 

was her caregiver when she became unwell.  He provided oversight of her 

medication, provided practical care by feeding her, took time off work to be with 

her and prevented her from harming herself when she threatened or attempted to 

do so.  The appellant’s husband is no longer available to play that role.  In the 

absence of the son, there is no-one else in China who would fill the gap left by his 

absence.  

[84] The appellant had four siblings, three of whom live permanently in China 

within a commutable distance from her apartment, and one of whom may be about 

to emigrate to a European country to live with his daughter.  The Tribunal is 

satisfied that she maintains a degree of contact with them, either directly or 

through her son.  If she were to return to China she would also resume some 

contact with them, although the Tribunal accepts her evidence that her older 

sisters are elderly and that her youngest brother is in straitened financial 

circumstances.  The Tribunal finds that her siblings would not provide the 

protective element provided by the appellant’s husband in the past, or that her son 

would provide in New Zealand. 

Conclusion on exceptional circumstances of a humanitarian nature 

[85] This appeal arises in the context of family tragedy, to which the appellant’s 

mental illness was the predominant contributing factor.  It affected her husband, 

her son, her daughter-in-law and herself.  The death of her husband not only 
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leaves the appellant widowed, it also deprives her of the protection he offered 

against the worst effects of her mental health.   

[86] The appellant’s son, Wei Gao, is also a victim of the appellant’s offending.  

He has lost his father.  Having been deprived of his father, he now faces the loss 

of his mother.  Further, while the appellant’s offending did not cause his marital 

problems, it must have aggravated them.  His daughter has left New Zealand with 

her mother and the appellant and his son are now his only remaining relatives in 

New Zealand.  If the appellant were to be deported, he would lose his only 

remaining parent and the family unit will be permanently divided.   

[87] It is clear from the evidence of Dr Monasterio and Dr Galvin that the 

appellant has developed a strong therapeutic relationship with mental health 

services in New Zealand, despite language and cultural barriers.  This has 

occurred in a particular context and in a setting of lawful compulsion, 

notwithstanding that Dr Monasterio has not had to rely overtly upon compulsion in 

order to administer treatment to the appellant. 

[88] In Dr Monasterio’s opinion, to return the appellant to China would create 

inherent risk factors for her.  It would bring into play subjective stressors that will 

have a significant and considerable grief impact.  At the same time, she would be 

returned to an environment where she will not be adequately supported by family 

and where, in the past, she has attempted to harm herself.  He considers that her 

capacity for self care is likely to decline if she were to live in the community without 

support and if she is separated from her son, who is particularly significant in her 

life. 

[89] The Tribunal accepts that there are mental health services available in 

China.  In reality, however, the efficacy of services, wherever situated, is 

dependent upon the level of engagement with the person requiring care.  Even 

assuming that some degree of handover could be undertaken by the team at 

Hillmorton, the therapeutic relationship the appellant has in New Zealand is 

unlikely to be replicated in China.  Even if the appellant came to know how to 

access services upon her return to China, her illness may make her less willing or 

less able to do so of her own accord.   

[90] In that respect, if the appellant were to return to China now, or on 

completion of her sentence, she will have neither of her two closest relatives 

available to her.  She would return alone.  Being deprived, permanently, of her 

son’s company will have a significant emotional impact upon the appellant.  
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However, his importance extends beyond emotional support.  When the appellant 

becomes unwell, the risk for her is that she will become increasingly isolated and, 

without the support of the son, she will have no ongoing presence to monitor her 

health and any change in her condition.  The evidence establishes that when the 

appellant becomes unwell, she becomes sleep deprived, experiences significant 

weight loss, manifests a propensity to self harm and, on one occasion in extreme 

circumstances, harm to others.   

[91] That peculiar and idiosyncratic combination of vulnerability to mental 

disorder, the importance of the son as a protective factor, and the degree to which 

separation of this family unit will both exacerbate the appellant’s vulnerability to 

her illness and at the same time aggravate the tragedy already experienced by the 

son is, in the sense intended by the Supreme Court in Ye, well outside the 

ordinary.  There are exceptional circumstances of a humanitarian nature. 

Whether it would be Unjust or Unduly Harsh for the Appellant to be Deported 

[92] Where, as in this case, exceptional humanitarian circumstances are found 

to exist, the Tribunal must then assess whether those circumstances would make 

it unjust or unduly harsh for the appellant to be deported.  According to the 

Supreme Court this assessment is to be made “in light of the reasons why the 

appellant is liable for deportation and involves a balancing of those considerations 

against the consequences for the appellant of deportation”; see Guo v Minister of 

Immigration [2015] NZSC 132, at [9]. 

The appellant’s offending 

[93] The appellant was convicted in respect of violent offending against her 

daughter-in-law and her husband.  Her attacks caused serious injury to the 

daughter-in-law, from which she has recovered, and proved fatal to her husband.  

The Judge who presided at the trial outlined the nature of the offending in his 

sentencing notes.  He recorded that, after an argument in early March 2013 

(emphasis added): 

“You returned to the house.  You walked into your daughter-in-law’s bedroom 
armed with one or two knives.  Your husband, your daughter-in-law and your 
grandchildren were all in that room.  You stabbed your daughter-in-law in the 
chest.  She fled the room.  Outside she called 111 on her mobile phone.  On the 
recording, played to the court, your husband can be heard shouting at her to go to 
hospital immediately.  

Nobody knows quite what happened next.  It appears your husband tried to disarm 
you.  You bit him on the left forearm, then stabbed him once in the left-hand side of 
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his chest with the other knife.  The wound was eight to 10 centimetres deep.  You 
punctured his lung and cut through the main artery and vein to his left lung.  It 
seems your grandchildren were also present throughout the attack.  Your husband 
was holding the baby when you attacked your daughter-in-law.   

Your daughter-in-law ran down St Ann Place.  Your husband attempted to follow 
her but collapsed in the driveway.  You ran past your dying husband, chasing after 
your daughter-in-law.  As you reached the end of the street the police (who had 
been at the pizza shop) arrived.  Your daughter-in-law collapsed in front of one of 
the police cars.  Before the officer could get out of his car and intervene, you 
stabbed her again.  It is fortunate she survived both attacks.  After arrest, your 
behaviour was bizarre to say the least.  You were laughing, and then singing. 

You were acquitted of murdering your husband, but convicted of his manslaughter.  
You were also convicted of the attempted murder of your daughter-in-law.” 

[94] In discussing the appropriate sentence to impose, His Honour referred to 

various contextual matters relevant to the offending.  Of most significance was the 

appellant’s history of mental illness.  While the jury rejected the appellant’s 

defence based upon insanity, His Honour accepted, in sentencing her, that the 

appellant’s mental health played a significant role in her offending.  The Crown 

accepted that at the time of her offending she was mentally disordered and 

suffering a disease of the mind.  Three experts gave evidence that she was 

afflicted with “a major depressive disorder”.  His Honour also noted that she did 

not speak English and that she was isolated.  With few friends in New Zealand, 

she “depended on [her] husband to get by”.   

[95] The Judge also outlined the events that led up to the day of the offending.  

He recorded that the appellant found herself responsible for her two young 

grandchildren after her daughter-in-law returned to China: 

“In January 2013 your son sent your daughter-in-law back to China.  You were left 
to look after your grandchildren.  You carried on working at the pizza shop at the 
same time.  You became tired and irritable.  You lost weight.  Your behaviour 
became odd.  A family friend suggested to your son that you were ‘not right in the 
head’.  He attempted to take you to a doctor.  You refused to go.  

Six weeks later your daughter-in-law returned.  Your husband had been 
instrumental in getting her to come back.  You were very unhappy about her return.  
You made inquiries about arranging a divorce for your son.  You searched for a 
new wife for him on an internet dating service.” 

[96] With respect to the offending, the judge identified a number of aggravating 

features.  First, the attacks on both victims involved a weapon, namely a kitchen 

knife.  The violence was serious and the victims were vulnerable: the initial attack 

on the daughter-in-law came out of the blue and the husband was holding a baby 

at the time he was attacked.  Further, the attack on the daughter-in-law was 

“premeditated”.  
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[97] Justice Kós reached the conclusion that imprisonment was required, and 

identified a starting point for the serious violent offending as between five and 

10 years.  He settled upon eight years’ imprisonment as most appropriate to both 

the manslaughter offence and the attempted murder offence.  To reflect the totality 

of the offending, he adopted an overall starting point of nine years’ imprisonment.  

[98] The judge then had regard to factors personal to the appellant that might 

alter the starting sentence.  He found that there were no aggravating factors.  In 

terms of mitigating factors, the judge allowed a reduction of 10 per cent of the 

sentence for the appellant’s previous good character, in that she had no prior 

convictions.  He allowed a further discount of five per cent for remorse in respect 

to the offending against her husband, but stated that “it is more difficult, however, 

to identify any remorse in relation to the offending against your daughter-in-law”. 

[99] With respect to the appellant’s mental health, the judge observed 

(emphasis added): 

“[37] The jury rejected your defence of insanity.  But the unanimous evidence 
of the psychiatrists and psychologist was that you were suffering from a 
deep depressive disorder with elements of dissociative behaviour at the time 
of the offending.  Having heard the whole of the evidence at the trial, I have no 
doubt whatever that it was a very significant contributing factor to your 
actions on 3 March 2013.”   

[100] His Honour was satisfied that a further discount of 25 per cent was 

appropriate in respect of the mental disorder by which the appellant was affected.  

That amounted to an overall discount of 40 per cent and His Honour therefore 

arrived at a term of imprisonment of five years and five months.   

[101] Kós J then went on to consider whether the appellant should serve her 

sentence in hospital, as a special patient, rather than in prison.  He sought a report 

from Dr Miller, one of the psychiatrists who gave evidence at trial, under section 35 

of the CPMIP Act.  In Dr Miller’s opinion the appellant’s mental state “amounts to a 

continuing mental disorder” and her mental impairment required compulsory 

treatment or compulsory care, in the interests of both the appellant and the safety 

of the public generally.  She therefore came within the criteria for an order for 

detention as a special patient under section 34(1)(a) of that Act. 

[102] In Dr Miller’s view, the appellant’s disorder is intermittent in nature and does 

not “commonly” result in the need for long-term treatment in a psychiatric unit.  He 

advised that the appellant could be treated in prison.  Despite that, he expressed 

the view that the appellant would likely experience prison as an alien environment; 
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her mental state would deteriorate, and she would be prone to requiring 

readmission to a hospital.  Kós J stated that: 

“It requires little in the way of stressors for your mental state to deteriorate.  
Linguistic, cultural and personality factors will make it difficult for you to adapt to 
prison.” 

[103] Accordingly, His Honour expressed the view that it was appropriate for the 

appellant to serve her sentence of imprisonment as a special patient in a 

psychiatric hospital.  He continued: 

“[46] That does not mean you will necessarily serve the whole of the sentence 
period in a psychiatric hospital, as opposed to prison.  Section 47 of the Mental 
Health (Compulsory Assessment and Treatment) Act 1992 provides that if in the 
opinion of the director of area mental services, a special patient detained pursuant 
to section 34(1)(a)(i) is fit to be released back to prison, that course may be taken.  
However, as I said in another case recently, prisoners are entitled to receive all 
‘medical treatment that is reasonably necessary’ [see Corrections Act 2004, 
section 75].  In the event that release back to prison from a psychiatric hospital 
results in material mental deterioration – a course that is entirely predictable – the 
law will likely require your further readmission to a psychiatric hospital.” 

The appellant’s exceptional humanitarian circumstances 

[104] The appellant’s offending must be weighed against the exceptional 

humanitarian circumstances already identified.  It is unnecessary to repeat them at 

length. 

Conclusion on unjust or unduly harsh to deport 

[105] The significance of deportation for the appellant is not that it will be 

distressing (which it will be); it is that, for her, the distress will aggravate her 

underlying mental illness.  Further, if the appellant were to return to China, the 

level of isolation she is likely to experience in the long-term will not be mitigated by 

her husband, as it was in the past, or by her son as it would be in New Zealand.   

[106] The support of the appellant’s son has significance for her that extends well 

beyond the comfort that a parent would generally draw from their child following 

bereavement.  He is both a protective factor and a source of hope for the 

appellant.  If they remain in New Zealand together, he provides a reason and 

motivation for her to regain and maintain her health.  Conversely, there is a 

substantial risk that, in the absence of her husband or her son to monitor her level 

of engagement, the appellant will not develop a therapeutic relationship with 

mental health services in China.  If she is separated from her son, the Tribunal 

finds, on the evidence of Dr Monasterio and Dr Galvin, that the appellant will be 
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less motivated to maintain her health, more prone to relapse, and more vulnerable 

to the serious impact of her mental illness.   

[107] The consequences of relapse are particularly significant for the appellant.  It 

is not simply that she might become violent towards others.  It is more likely that, 

in her isolation, her capacity for self care will deteriorate and her mental and 

general health will plummet.  In the past, she has lost a significant amount of 

weight in such circumstances, being described in one of the health assessor 

reports in 2013 as “anorexic”, and she has become suicidal. 

[108] Even if the appellant’s siblings were to maintain some degree of contact 

with her, there is a substantial chance that her mental health will deteriorate if she 

returns to China.  The Tribunal is often required to consider whether a person 

facing deportation can access reasonable levels of adult sibling support in the 

home country.  Such cases, however, are usually concerned with the moderate 

levels of interaction and emotional support required by a fully-functioning, 

mentally-well adult.  The present case falls well outside those parameters.  

[109] The consequences of deportation will also be significant for the son.  For 

him, the loss of his surviving parent will be amplified in the context of everything 

else he has lost.   

[110] Weighing the offending (serious violent offending, but in the context of a 

significant deterioration in the appellant’s mental health) against the exceptional 

humanitarian circumstances (the appellant’s mental health needs, the likely 

isolation she will experience in China, the disruption to family unity in light of her 

dependence upon her son for emotional support and as a buffer against further 

mental health difficulties, the impact of isolation in China on the appellant’s mental 

health and the impact on the son of losing his mother, having already lost his 

father) the Tribunal is satisfied that it would be unjust or unduly harsh for the 

appellant to be deported from New Zealand. 

Public Interest 

[111] Having determined that there are exceptional humanitarian circumstances 

which would make it unjust or unduly harsh to deport the appellant, the Tribunal 

must also be satisfied that it would not, in all those circumstances, be contrary to 

the public interest to allow her to remain in New Zealand. 
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[112] As Hansen J held in Garate v Chief Executive of Department of Labour 

(High Court, Auckland CIV-2004-485-102, 30 November 2004) at [41] (discussing 

section 63B of the 1987 Act, the predecessor to the later section 47(3)): 

“Section 63B(2)(b) requires all circumstances to be looked at afresh through the 
prism of the public interest.  For this purpose, it seems to me, the Authority is 
required to weigh those factors which would make it in the public interest for the 
appellant to remain against those which make it in the public interest that he leave. 
The former are likely to include (although will not be confined to) the exceptional 
circumstances of a humanitarian nature relied on under subpara (a), for it must be 
in the public interest that a family with established roots in this country should be 
permitted to stay, and to stay together, and that international conventions directed 
to those ends are respected.” 

[113] This approach was endorsed by the majority of the Supreme Court in Helu 

v Immigration and Protection Tribunal [2015] NZSC 28. 

Family unity 

[114] There is public interest in the observance of New Zealand’s international 

obligations with respect to the preservation of the unity of a family.  That is 

particularly so where family unity provides a protective factor for a member 

vulnerable to mental illness.  

Risk of re-offending 

[115] The risk of the appellant re-offending is an important public interest 

consideration.  The degree of such risk which the public can be expected to 

tolerate varies according to the severity of the offending.  An earlier  decision of 

the Deportation Review Tribunal (the Tribunal tasked with appeals against 

deportation liability under the Immigration Act 1987) held that the more serious the 

crime, the lower the chance of re-offending must be, if it is not to become an 

adverse consideration in the overall consideration of the public interest: see Pulu 

DRT 13/2007 (17 July 2007) at [101]–[114], as approved by the High Court in Pulu 

v Minister of Immigration at [12], both at [2008] NZAR 429.   

[116] In Helu, the Supreme Court accepted that “… a sliding scale assessment of 

the gravity and probability of future offending may helpfully indicate the weight to 

be given to the risk of re-offending when assessing the public interest” (supra, 

at [192]).   

[117] The appellant’s mental health deteriorated over a long period leading up to 

her offending.  The decline in her health went unnoticed or met with no appropriate 

response.  The Tribunal is satisfied that the risk of a failure to respond 
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appropriately to any such deterioration in the foreseeable future is extremely low.  

At present she is detained in a secure psychiatric facility by the terms of the 

sentence imposed upon her, and the evidence of Dr Monasterio is that she is likely 

to remain there until the completion of her sentence.  At that point, she will be 

deemed to be subject to a compulsory treatment order under the MH Act, by virtue 

of section 48(3)(ba) of that Act.  She will most likely continue to be detained at 

Hillmorton. 

[118] There are two avenues by which the appellant can be released from 

compulsory status under the MH Act.  As her responsible clinician, Dr Monasterio 

may at any time form the view that she is “fit to be released” from compulsory 

status.  That would entail an evaluation by Dr Monasterio that the appellant no 

longer poses a risk to herself or to the public.  If he is unwilling or unable to reach 

such a view, the appellant will have the right, periodically, to apply to the Mental 

Health Review Tribunal for release, under the same criteria.   

[119] In short, however, unless and until the appellant can persuade either her 

responsible clinician or the Mental Health Review Tribunal that she is no longer 

mentally disordered and is therefore fit to be released from the MH Act, she will 

remain subject to the obligation to receive treatment appropriate to her condition 

under the MH Act.  It is clear that any such evaluation will be made by highly 

specialised professionals whose expertise qualifies them to undertake that task.   

[120] Even if the appellant were eventually to be discharged from the MH Act, 

she and her son are now far better attuned to her early warning signs and the 

need to maintain scrupulous attention to her health.  There is every reason to 

believe that she will continue to take medication in the future if she remains in New 

Zealand.  Her support mechanisms will monitor this and intervene if she waivers.  

It is likely that any early warning signs of non-compliance with medication will be 

identified either by her son or by the mental health services responsible for her 

care.   

[121] Given her pathway into the care of Dr Monasterio and the team at 

Hillmorton, the appellant’s ongoing health will continue to receive close scrutiny.  

That oversight provides a substantive protective factor with respect to the 

possibility of her reoffending. 

[122] By way of added incentive to the appellant, the Tribunal, in allowing the 

appeal, makes an order under section 212 of the Act, to the effect that the 

appellant must not reoffend within five years.   
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[123] The Tribunal is satisfied that, if the appellant were to remain in New 

Zealand, the risk of her becoming so unwell that she offends again in similar 

manner is low.  There is no reason to believe that she provides any risk of 

reoffending when she is well.  

Other public interest factors 

[124] Counsel for the appellant submits that the Chinese Criminal Code provides 

for the possibility of the appellant facing further prosecution in China in respect of 

the offending for which she has already been convicted in New Zealand.  It is 

submitted that there is public interest in New Zealand observing its international 

obligations by not returning a person to face the risk of double jeopardy, which 

would be in breach of Article 14.7 of the International Covenant on Civil and 

Political Rights. 

[125] However, Counsel provided no evidence as to the incidence of such 

prosecutions in China and the Tribunal finds that the risk of harm to the appellant 

in this manner is speculative.  Counsel for the appellant also submits that there is 

force in the appellant’s evidence that her husband’s family have connections with 

the police and that they will create difficulty for her.  However, the appellant’s 

evidence in that regard was aired belatedly at the hearing.  There was nothing in 

her statement of evidence about such concerns, no detail was provided and the 

appellant has not established that any such connection exists or that it will lead to 

the consequence she asserts. 

[126] The public interest is not engaged by the speculative nature of any risk of 

double jeopardy in respect of the appellant.  

[127] Counsel for the Minister submits that the ongoing cost of the appellant’s 

care, whether in Hillmorton or elsewhere under the MH Act, is a factor that can be 

taken into account as an adverse public interest factor.  It was submitted that the 

daily cost estimated by Dr Monasterio was extremely high.   

[128] Counsel for the appellant submitted that this is irrelevant, given that the cost 

currently being borne by the taxpayer is an inevitable consequence of the terms of 

the appellant’s disposition under the CPMIP Act.  She is currently in custody and 

will remain so until her sentence is complete in 2018.  It was submitted that the 

evidence given by Dr Monasterio was, in any event, inexact and that any attempt 

to estimate the cost of ongoing treatment for the appellant following the end of her 

sentence would be entirely speculative. 
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[129] The Tribunal accepts elements of both submissions.  The extent of the 

likely cost has not been the subject of considered evidence or analysis.  (That is 

no criticism of Dr Monasterio, whose evidence in this regard was given in qualified 

terms under cross-examination).  Even if it were accepted that there will be some 

cost to the taxpayer if the appellant were to remain in New Zealand, and even if it 

were accepted that such cost could be characterised as an adverse public interest 

factor, the Tribunal finds that it is not a significant factor.  

Conclusion on public interest 

[130] Weighing the public interest factors raised in connection with this appeal, 

namely the positive public interest that New Zealand has in maintaining family 

unity, particularly for a vulnerable person, and the low risk posed by the appellant 

in terms of the safety of the public, and even allowing for a modest adverse factor 

in terms of the cost of treatment for the appellant if she were to remain in New 

Zealand, the Tribunal is satisfied that it would not be contrary to the public interest 

to allow the appellant to remain in New Zealand. 

DETERMINATION 

[131] The Tribunal finds: 

(a) there are exceptional circumstances of a humanitarian nature; and  

(b) that those exceptional humanitarian circumstances make it unjust or 

unduly harsh for the appellant to be deported from New Zealand; and  

(c) it is satisfied that it would not in all the circumstances be contrary to 

the public interest to allow the appellant to remain in New Zealand. 

[132] The appeal is allowed. 

Suspension of Deportation Liability 

[133] The appeal being allowed, the Tribunal orders, pursuant to section 212(1), 

of the Act that the deportation liability of the appellant be suspended for a period of 

five years, subject to the condition that the appellant does not within that time 

frame commit any further offence involving violence. 
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[134] The appeal is allowed in the above terms. 
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